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Abstract
VANET is an emerging and attractive technology dedicated to 
safety and comfort services to the vehicle users. Owing to its 
high dynamic topology and unpredictable channel distribution, it 
aspires for a suitablerouting protocol algorithm that can generate 
a near seamless network connectivity among the vehicular nodes. 
This opens up one among the major research challenges in VANET. 
This paper has focused mainly on Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) 
protocol regarding route cache optimizations. The route cache is 
used in DSR protocol to store all the routes are learned from the 
source node and to avoid unnecessary route discovery process. 
With high mobility environment and high load network traffic 
stale routes will be generated. These stale routes can mainly 
affect the performance of DSR protocol which cause long delay, 
increase the packet loss, increase the overhead, and decrease the 
performance of TCP protocol. Thus DSR offers many optimization 
opportunities in cache maintenance. This paper reviews different 
strategies of the route cache, the drawbacks of the pervious 
mechanism for updating the routes in the cache of DSR protocol. 
The paper is concluded with some guidelines which may be helpful 
to prospective VANET routing protocol designers.
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I. Introduction and Motivation
Recent advances in wireless communication technologies are 
enabling new vehicular networking scenarios. In Vehicular Ad hoc 
Networks (VANET), vehicles can communicate wirelessly through 
multihop paths. That is, vehicles use other intermediate vehicles 
as relays to reach the final destination of data messages. The 
routing protocol has the responsibility of finding a path between 
the source and the destination. Thus, many research efforts have 
been devoted during the last years to design VANET-specific 
routing protocols which take advantage of additional information 
available to vehicles (e.g. geographic positions, digital maps or
planned routes). Additionally, some protocols address the inherent 
disconnectivity problem of vehicular scenarios.
Vehicular ad hoc networks (VANETs) are a subgroup of mobile 
ad hoc networks (MANETs) with the distinguishing property that 
the nodes are vehicles like cars, trucks, buses and motorcycles. 
This implies that node movement is restricted by factors like road 
course, encompassing traffic and traffic regulations. Because of 
the restricted node movement it is a feasible assumption that the 
VANET will be supported by some fixed infrastructure that assists 
with some services and can provide access to stationary networks. 
The fixed infrastructure will be deployed at critical locations like 
slip roads, service stations, dangerous intersections or places well-
known for hazardous weather conditions.
The technology integrates WLAN/Cellular and Ad-Hoc networks 
to achieve the continuous connectivity [1]. The feature of VANET 
mostly resembles the operation technology of MANET in the 
sense that the process of self-organization, self-management, low 
bandwidth and shared radio transmission criteria remain same. But 
the key hindrance in operation of VANET comes from the high 
speed and uncertain mobility [incontrast to MANET] of the mobile 

nodes (vehicle) along the paths. This suggested that the design 
of efficient routing protocol demands up gradation of MANET 
architecture to accommodate the fast mobility of the VANET nodes 
in an efficient manner. This warranted various research challenges 
to design appropriate routing protocol. It is therefore important at 
this stage to reiterate the key characteristics of VANET that may 
be accounted for the design of various routing protocols.
As mentioned earlier MANET and VANET share the same 
principles, thus most ad-hoc routing protocols are applicable such 
as AODV and DSR. However most of the studies have shown 
that both these protocols suffer from highly dynamic nature of 
nodes i.e. they give low communication throughput. Thus little 
modification need to be deployed to deal with dynamic mobility [2]. 
VANETs have several properties that distinguish them from other 
MANETs. Nodes in VANETs are highly mobile, the probability 
of network partition is higher, and end-to-end connectivity is not 
guaranteed but rather is a luxury. However, although VANETs do 
have dynamic topologies, they are not random. The movement 
of nodes in a VANET is relatively predictable because of it is 
restricted to the roads on which the vehicles travel. This has 
several advantages and disadvantages for applications and routing 
protocols. The predictability of the position of a vehicle allows an 
improvement in link selection, but the linear topology of VANETs 
reduces the possible path redundancy. The bandwidth issue also is 
exacerbated due to intersections, traffic jams and the presence of 
buildings beside the roads. Authors [3], suggest some guidelines 
which could improve the performance of VANET routing:

A. Store-Carry-Forward Paradigm
In order to cope with temporary disconnections in vehicular 
networks, the protocol must incorporate DTN-support if such 
kind of delay tolerant data traffic is to be routed.

B. Beacons Dependency
Avoid, as much as possible, that the protocol performance highly 
depends on the information received via beacons. This can lead 
to message losses, lost forwarding opportunities and routing 
loops. Receiver based next hop selection approaches can be more 
effective, since the data message is directly forwarded and the 
retransmitted is selected among those neighbors which actually 
received the message. This immediately gets rid of any problem
derived from assuming an ideal transmission range.

C. Add Useful Information
Since beacons are periodic messages issued by every vehicle, they 
cannot incorporate much information. Otherwise, the protocol
overhead would be high and lower bandwidth would be available 
to data messages. However, some lightweight information 
like velocity vectors can be included to make more intelligent 
forwarding decisions.

D. Careful Selection of Forwarding Criteria
Especially when dealing with the trajectories of vehicles, it should 
be guaranteed that the forwarding function carries the data message 
closer to the destination than the current data holder. Otherwise, 
messages are more prone to get lost.
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1. Specific Characteristics of VANET

(i). High Dynamic Topology
The speed and choice of path defines the dynamic topology of 
VANET. If we assume two vehicles moving away from each other 
with a speed of 60 mph ( 25m/sec) and if the transmission range 
is about 250m, then the link between these two vehicles will 
last for only 5 seconds (250m/ 50ms-1). This defines its highly 
dynamic topology.

(ii). Frequent Disconnected Network
The above feature necessitates that in about every 5 seconds or 
so, the nodes needed another link with nearby vehicle to maintain 
seamless connectivity.

(iii). Mobility Modeling and Prediction
The above features for connectivity therefore needed the 
knowledge of node positions and their movements which as such 
is very difficult to predict keeping in view the nature and pattern 
of movement of each vehicle.

(iv). Communication Environment
The mobility model highly varies from highways to that of city 
environment. The node prediction design and routing algorithm 
also therefore need to adapt for these changes.

(v). Hard Delay Constraints
The safety aspect (such as accidents, brake event) of VANET 
application warrants on time delivery of message to relevant nodes. 
Therefore high data rates are not as important an issue for VANET 
as overcoming the issues of hard delay constraints.

(vi). Interaction with Onboard Sensors
This sensors helps in providing node locat ion and their movement 
nature that are used for effective communication link and routing 
purposes.

Fig. 1: Vehicular Ad-Hoc Networks and Some Possible 
Applications [3]

2. Applications
VANET applications can be divided into two major categories. 
Applications that increase vehicle safety on the roads are called 
safety applications. Applications that provide value-added services, 
for example, entertainment, are called user applications. Safety 
applications can significantly decrease the number of accidents. 
60 percent of accidents could be avoided if a driver were provided 
with a warning half a second before the moment of collision.
There are three major scenarios in which safety applications could 
be very useful.

Accidents• 
Intersections• 
Road congestion• 

User Applications can provide road users with information, 

advertisements, and entertainment during their journey. Two major 
user related applications are:

Internet connectivity• 
Peer-to-Peer Applications.• 

As a final point, applications developed for VANETs must ensure 
that problems inherent in VANETs are invisible to the users.

3. Overview of Routing Protocols in VANET
The existing routing protocols for VANET are not efficient to meet 
every traffic scenarios. Thus design of an efficient routing protocol 
has taken significant attention. So, it is very necessary to classify 
the routing protocols which can be used for further improvement 
or development of any new routing protocol.

4. Issues in VANET Routing Protocols
The Transmission Range• 
Use of stale information• 
Objective Function in Trajectory-based Routing• 

Authors in [5] suggested some guidelines which could improve the 
performance of VANET Routing. The protocol must incorporate 
DTN-support, Avoid beacon dependency because protocol 
performance is highly dependent on the beacon. Receiver based 
next hop selection approaches can be more effective, which gets rid 
of any problem derived from assuming an ideal transmission range. 
Add some lightweight information for example velocity vectors to 
make more intelligent forwarding decisions. Also careful selection 
of forwarding criteria so that data message closer to the destination 
otherwise, messages is prone to get lost.

Fig. 2: Unicast Routing Protocols in VANET [3]

II. DSR (Dynamic Source Routing)
DSR (Dynamic Source Routing) is a next generation pure reactive 
routing protocol for mobile Ad-Hoc networks [8]. It was proposed 
for the first time by Johnson and Maltz [9] with an aim at providing 
a mobile ad-hoc networks routing protocol with minimum 
overhead while adapting to the network dynamics. DSR has 
known a fast evolution, thanks to many optimizations integrated 
into it. It is based on a pure reactive approach and operates using 
two simple and complementary procedures: Route Discovery 
and Route Maintenance. In the Route Discovery procedure, DSR 
uses two types of control messages: the RREQ (Route Request) 
and the RREP (Route Reply) packets. The source node floods the 
network with RREQ packets to reach the destination node. When 
receiving a RREQ message by an intermediate node, this node 
checks if it is itself the destination. In this case, a RREP message 
(which includes the accumulated route in RREQ packet during its 
"travel") is returned to the source. If the intermediate node is not the 
destination, it checks if it has already received a copy of the packet 
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or if the accumulated header route of the RREQ is saturated. In this 
case, the RREQ packet is dropped. Otherwise, the intermediate 
node adds its own address in the RREQ packets' source route 
and rebroadcasts the same message to all its direct neighbors. If 
no MAC acknowledgment is received when transmitting a data 
packet to the downstream node of a link, then the upstream node 
declares the wireless link as "being broken". In which case, the 
node updates its cache and then sends a Route Error packet (RERR) 
towards the  source node. This packet contains the broken link 
(theupstream and the downstream nodes). If this packet arrives 
at the source node, it updates its local cache, and then seeks for a 
new route towards the same destination. If such a route does not 
exist in the cache, a new route discovery procedure is initiated 
for reaching that destination [10].
The key feature of Dynamic Source Routing [11] is the use of 
source routing, i.e., the sender knows complete hop-by-hop 
route to the destination. These  routes are stored in a route cache. 
The disadvantage of this protocol is that the route maintenance 
mechanism does not locally repair a broken link. Stale route cache 
information could also result in inconsistencies during the route 
reconstruction phase. The connection setup delay is higher than in 
table-driven protocols. Even though the protocol performs well in 
static and lowmobility environments, the performance degrades
rapidly with increasing mobility. Also, considerable routing 
overhead is involved due to the source-routing mechanism 
employed in DSR. This routing overhead is directly proportional 
to the path length.
Marina and Das [13] reviewed several optimizations to the 
basic protocol: Salvaging, Gratuitous route repair, Promiscuous 
listening, Nonpropagating route requests. Also they have addressed 
three main problems with current route cache in DSR protocol: 
Incomplete Error Notification, No Expiry, and Quick Pollution. 
Based on these problems they have developed three mechanisms 
namely Wider Error Notification, Timer- Based Cache, and 
Negative Cache.
Authors [8] reviewed several additional features of DSR protocol: 
Limiting Replies from Destination, Giving Preference to Fresher 
Routes and Keeping Only One Route per Destination.

III. Route Caching in DSR
Route cache strategy in DSR protocol was proposed by Johnson 
et al. in 1998. It is used to store the routes that have learned 
from the source node and to avoid unnecessary route discovery 
operation each time a data packet is to be transmitted. Because 
that reinitiating of a route discovery mechanism in on demand 
routing protocols is very costly in term of delay, battery power, and 
bandwidth consumption due to flooding of the network, which can 
cause long delay before the first data packet sent. The performance 
of DSR protocol mainly depends on an efficient implementation 
of route cache . The first study of effect the route cache in the 
performance of DSR protocol was stated in Maltz et al.[8]. From 
their observation, the majority of Route Replies (REPP) packets 
are based on route cache, and only 59 percent of (REPP) packets 
carry correct routes. In addition, they have also discovered that 
even (REPP) packets from the destination are not 100 percent 
correct, since routes may break down while (REPP) packet sent
back to the source node. Thus, efficient route maintenance is 
important for all reactive protocols with route cache. A route caching 
is the major approach to decrease the flooding of the network by 
avoiding route discovery operation as much as possible. Thus, 
route cache is a vital component in DSR protocol.The current route 
cache in DSR protocol does not have any mechanism to update 

the routing information in the route cache to distinguish the fresh 
routes from stale routes. However, if there is a mechanism that 
can expire the routes or determine the freshness of routes in the 
route cache, it will improve the DSR performance significantly. 
Specially, with high mobility environments and high load network 
traffic, a route cache may contain stale routes that can affect the
performance of DSR protocol. The stale routes in the route cache 
of DSR protocol can have several adverse effects such as packet 
loss, long delay, increase the routing overhead during generation 
of RERR packet, and decrease the performance of TCP protocol. 
Caching helps reduce the protocol overhead. However, whether 
aggressive caching should be used depends on the scenarios in 
which the protocol will be deployed. For low mobility scenarios, 
aggressive caching might be useful, while for higher mobility 
scenarios, the stale cache entries might affect the protocol 
throughput. According to [15], route cache can be divided into 
three different strategies as shows in fig. 1.

Fig. 3: Route Cache Strategies [12]

A. Cache Structure
Cache structure is very important for developing a route cache 
strategy in DSR protocol . In the cache structure, there are two 
kinds of caches are used. First, a path cache which represents 
a complete path (a sequence of links), that caches the routes 
separately. Second, a link cache that represents when a node 
caches each link individually, adding it to a graph of links. In 
case of the path cache structure when the source node A adds a 
new route A-B-F-G-H to its cache, it has to add the whole path 
as independent entry in its cache. While in case of the link cache 
when the source node A adds a new route A-B-F-G-H to its cache, 
it has to add the link B-F only, since rest of the links already exist 
in its cache. However, in path cache, it does not effectively utilize 
all of the potential information that a node learns about the state of 
the network and there is no sharing in the data structure even when 
two paths share a number of common links. While in link cache, 
it has a conventional graph data structure, in which, all the links
are learned from different route discoveries or from the header 
of any overhead packets can be combined together to form a new 
routes in the route cache of the network. Therefore, this is not 
possible in path cache due to the separation of each individual 
path in the cache. In addition, several studies have been shown 
that link cache outperforms path cache when the network load 
is high. Because of the link cache can delete only a broken link 
when the link causes a path to break. While in path cache whole 
the route which link failure occurred will be deleted.

B. Cache Capacity
A cache capacity is also important cache for choice in designing a 
cache strategy for DSR protocol. For link cache, it can store all the 
links that are discovered in the cache, since there is fixed maximum 
N x N links that may exist in an ad hoc network with N nodes; 
these stored routes require less storage space. While in the path 
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cache, the maximum storage space is required much larger, since 
a path is stored separately. Cache capacity can be divided into two 
halves: first half-called “Primary Cache”, which represents paths 
that have used by the current node. Second, half-called “Secondary 
Cache”, which represents paths that have not yet used. When the 
source node attempts to add new path that have learned and not 
yet been used into the cache, old paths in the secondary cache are 
removed due to limitation of the cache capacity in the network. 
While with primary cache, old paths are removed more actively 
due to the operation of route maintenance.

C. Cache Timeout
Cache timeout policy is required to be implemented in link cache 
due to time varying topology of the Ad-Hoc network caused by 
node’s mobility that can cause stale routes in the cache over period 
of time. Deriving proper cache timeout policy is important role 
for ensuring cache freshness. Cache timeout policy in link cache 
gives a timeout that may be static or adaptive to remove the stale 
routes from the cache. Stale routes is a big issue in link cache 
structure, where individual links are combined together to find out 
best path between source and destination. However, cache timeout 
policy is not possible to setup timeout in path cache structure due 
to the limitation capacity of the storage space. There are two kinds 
of cache timeout are used: static timeout approach and adaptive 
timeout approach. Static timeout is assigned the same timeout 
value for every link cache entry; each link is removed from its 
cache after specific value of time has elapsed since the link was 
added to the cache. In contrast, adaptive timeout is assigned a 
timeout value based on the stability of the link endpoints. The 
timeout can be calculated based on the elapsed time since the link 
was last used and the last time the link was observed [15].

IV. Related Work
Dong-ya, Zi-feng and Chao-zhen [16], addressed the performance 
of DSR becomes to be worse as the packet sending rate drops 
because of the drawbacks of its route caching, searching and 
discarding mechanism and proposed Improved Caching Strategies,  
by having two more parameters in DSR protocol signal strength 
and time stamp. The improved strategy is the routes whose route 
signal strength is higher than the threshold which is set according 
to the nodes movement speed and packet sending rate can be 
cached in cache. Also a time threshold is set for each route in the 
cache. If the difference of the current time and route time stamp 
exceeds the time threshold, the route in the cache is discarded. 
And in Improved strategy, the way to choose a victim is the one 
whose time stamp is the earliest when the cache is full.
Sanlin Xu, Kim Blackmore and Haley Jones [17] addressed the 
problem of calculating the expected path duration when nodes 
move according to a particular synthetic mobility model and 
proposed using either the expected path duration or link residual 
time as the link cache timeout. Expected path duration is used 
for uniform caching, and expected residual link time is used for 
adaptive caching.
Arun Kumar B. R., Dr. C. Lakanatha Reddy and Dr. P.S. Hiremath 
[18] addressed the problem of having high routing overhead and 
proposed two mechanisms. 
In first proposal, the Destination will decide to reply the route 
request packet through path having less hop count than the 
cached hop count and if the path having more hop count than the 
cached hop count, it just discard the data packets. While in second 
proposal, the Source will decide on what route it should take so 
that data packets are delivered to destination with less delay and 

maximum packet delivery ratio. Similarly, the Source has to send 
data packets through which RREP received but if source will get 
new route due to congestion in the network decide to send the data 
packets through lesser number of hops, if new route has lesser 
number of hops otherwise continue with old one.
Wenjing Lou and Yuguang Fang [19] addressed the problem 
that link cache organization may suffer severe performance 
degradation because of the larger number of route error messages 
generated. They have analyzed that with Link cache, even after 
a route broken, it will have path to the destination and therefore 
potential reduction in the costly route discovery operation. They 
proposed and studied an adaptive lifetime estimation scheme that 
adaptively estimate the link lifetime based on the moving average 
of the previous collected lifetime statistics. In this scheme, each 
link is associated with three attributes, born, lastUsed and liveTo. 
With these attributes, Lifetime is calculated, which is variable,
assigned a static value initially and is adjusted dynamically using a 
moving average method (α moving average parameter method).
Suneel C. Shinde, Joshi Vinayak B, Nayak Ramesh S. and 
Hanumanthappa J. [20] addressed the problem of link failure 
and invalid route selection, two different solutions are proposed 
– ELFN (Explicit Link Failure Notification) and Dynamic Cache 
Update using DSR protocol. ELFN is a way to make TCP better 
handle cases when there are link failures. The routing protocol 
detect the link failure when the next node in the connection goes 
out of range, and the packet cannot be delivered. It sends the 
route error notification (RRER), which is flooded to all of the 
nodes including the source node. This RRER does not reach 
the transport protocol, and it is only used by routing protocol to 
update the routing table. The TCP/IP protocols stack can bealtered 
to use the RRER packet as the link failure notification. After 
the modifications, when the RRER packet is received, TCP can 
distinguish this link failure from the congestion. It can enter 
the “standby” mode by freezing the regular transmission of the 
packets until the connection is reestablished and then resume 
the transmission. The routing protocol can be modified to carry 
additional information in RRER packets, similar to the “host 
unreachable”, ICMP message such as: sender address and port. 
This can identify at the sender of which connection this message 
is for. When sender receives the RRER packet and it detects that 
it is the source of the original message, it can notify the TCP layer 
about this link failure. TCP will probe the connection in a chosen 
probe intervals. When the acknowledgement packet is received 
TCP can leave the “standby” mode and restore the communication 
at the state as it was before the link failure.
K. Murugan ,S. Balaji, P. Sivasankar and S. Shanmugavel [21] 
proposed DSR-CACHE(DSR-C) Routing protocol, the way DSR 
identifies the route and the updating of the same in the source node 
cache. The selection of routes should be based on the remaining
battery energy level of the node. The tree structure with virtual 
backbone is used to deliver the packets reliably to the destination 
with higher cache hit ratio and optimized use of energy in the 
network. There are two threshold levels of energy. Root nodes 
are nodes having energy level more than threshold 1. Root nodes 
broadcast an active packet requesting for reply from the nodes 
receiving the packet to reply with their remaining energy and their 
cache entry. The root node then selects the nodes as “branches” or 
“links” by observing the power level in the reply by nodes to the 
active packet. Branches will have energy level less than threshold 2 
and links having more energy level than threshold2.Root node then 
send “intimation” packet. The nodes on receiving the “intimation” 
packet will have the “Root Node” value set in its cache to the root 
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route that had sent the earliest “intimation” packet to it. Branch 
nodes receiving an “active” packet from other root nodes will 
intimate its root node of the new root formation I the “hello” packet. 
This ensures the formation of virtual backbone with root nodes 
and branch nodes. The root node transmits a “backbone” packet 
through the branch node to the other root node and establishes a 
backbone on receiving an “ack” packet as response by the other 
root. Thus a virtual backbone is formed in the network. Thus route 
discovery packet by nodes is forwarded to the root node and if 
there is route cache entry for the destination, the root node will 
reply back with the route reply or else it will forward the packet to 
the branch nodes.”Hello” packets containing the cache entry can 
be interchanged between the link nodes, branch nodes and root 
nodes after a “Timeout” takes place for the cache. The root node 
will send “active “packets after a calculated “Timeout” period to 
track the dynamic behavior of the network.
Dimitrios Koutsonikolas, Saumitra M. Das, Himabindu Pucha and 
Y. Charlie Hu [23] studied that the impact of using a sequence of 
flooding on the packet delivery delay is not clear and proposed 
DSR-TTL, which finds the optimal sequence of TTL values that 
minimizes the total transmission cost. DSR-TTL uses randomized 
search strategy, is a TTL sequence that consists of random TTL 
variables, by assigning the probability distribution to each TTL 
random variable. Which creates a sequence of sets of TTL values. 
After each unsuccessful query, a new TTL value is randomly 
selected in the next set. This search strategy can be used as the 
sequence of TTL values for route discovery in MANETs. In 
DSR-TTL, after each unsuccessful ROUTE REQUEST, a new 
ROUTE REQUEST is initiated with a TTL chosen according to 
the optimal sequence. Accordingly, the waiting period in each 
ROUTE REQUEST is adjusted to be proportional to the TTL 
value used in each ROUTE REQUESTS, i.e. waiting_period(ttl)= 
ttl * base_delay where base_delay=30 msec and ttl is the current 
TTL value. For delay tolerant applications, DSR-TTL is a better 
choice.
Azzedine Boukerche and Vaidya Sheetal and Myongsu Choe 
[24] proposed an optimized technique GDSR that uses the node 
location provided by Global Posioning Systems (GPS) to decrease 
the number of route requests packets as compared to DSR. A 
Source will send route request packet that has unique request ID, 
source ID, its position, velocity, a route record, and destination 
position and velocity to all its neighbors. It uses GPS screening 
angle where the node takes the forward decision based on angle 
between the previous node, itself and the next node. Screening 
angle should be T>x where T is screening angle and x=90. Thus 
GPS screening angle had impact on reducing the number of route 
queries and they have obtained a 35% reduction of route queries. 
Thus GDSR can be used in a large network where there is high 

mobility of nodes and strict limitation on bandwidth usage. Also 
they showed that a careful GPS screening angle is an important 
factor in the success of GDSR routing protocol.
Dong Shi, Xinming Zhang, Xuemei Gao, Wenbo Zhu and Hui 
Fei [26] proposed The redundant cache: enhances the current 
cache storage mechanism by attaching some information about 
the upstream nodes (the redundant information) only several hop 
away from the local host. They assumed that links are bidirectional, 
each cached address sequenced is actually two paths: one is from 
the local host to the destination node, or the forwarding directional 
path; the other is from the local host to the first node in the cached 
address sequence, or the reverse path. Thus redundant cached 
based has quicker respond to RERQs can improve the network 
performance and can raise the possibility of the intermediate 
nodes to react to the control packets. The redundant cache can 
be implemented in two different ways: the N-cache and the p/ 
cache. Here N is an integer indicating the number of upstream 
node that can be cached and p is ratio of the number of upstream 
node to the number of nodes in the original path. Thus through 
redundant cache, there is reduction in average end-to-end delay 
and overall overhead.
Mohamed Aissani, Messaoud Fenouche, Hadi Sadour and 
Abdelhamid Mellouk [27] addressed the problem of surplus 
use of expired routes in the cache of DSR increases the latency 
and the frequent diffusion of route request packets consumes 
bandwidth and proposed Ant-DSR: implemented a distributed 
topology discovery mechanism through mobile agent to maintain 
DSR cache. The new control packet “ant-agents”, of three types: 
hello, unicast or broadcast.The hello ant agent is generated at 
the launching of the protocol, by each node in order to detect its 
neighbors and then deleted permanently. Once the neighborhood 
table is updatd, each node creates one unicast ant-agent and sends 
it to one of its neighbors for exploring the network and endorsing 
routes to be collected by the crossed nodes. Unicast ant-agent 
is long-lasting in the network. When the neighbors of a node 
are invalid a broadcast ant-agent is locally generated, whose 
objective is same as hello ant-agent, with one difference that the 
broadcast ant-agent is not emitted by all nodes in the same time. 
The broadcast ant-agent detects the current neighbors of each node 
in the network. Thus Ant-DSR bring back refreshed routes by the 
ant-agents. With unicast movement of the ant-agents, this led to a 
considerable avoidance of the route request diffusion. Following 
table 1 shows the various modifications to basic protocol DSR 
and comparison to achieve better network performance.

Table 1: Comparison of Various Protocols Over Basic Protocol DSR
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V. Critical Observations
Following critical points were observed and based on those 
observations some guidelines are drawn for designing of routing 
protocols for VANET. 

Optimal route and suboptimal route should be same.• 
Node movement and packet sending rate are the criteria for • 
caching.
Transmission range plays important role for getting higher • 
throughput.As per the transmission range, time threshold 
should be set accordingly otherwise packet dropping 
increases.
GPS is used for finding location of the node in VANET.• 
Relative distance between two nodes can be estimated by 
TDOA.
Expected path duration and expected link residual time are • 
the criteria for caching. 
Reducing route request, route reply and route error packets • 
can bring down the routing load.With this reduction there is 
overall improved performance of the network.
Hop count is basic criteria for caching. If further hop count is • 
less than that of cached hop count, insert that hop count into 
the cache as path equals to current path or insert into request 
table seen for further transmission.
Link cache organization performs better when network traffic • 
load is high. Link lifetime can be criteria for caching. Number 
of route discoveries can be greatly reduced by removing the 
link from link cache according to the lifetime of the link.
ELFN + dynamic cache update mechanism can be used in a • 
wider network. This improves throughput in all aspects.
Classifying nodes into root node and branch/ link node with • 
two threshold values greatly improves the packet delivery 
ratio almost 99%. 
Instead of exponential back off algorithm, optimal TTL • 
sequence-based route discovery mechanism can greatly 

reduced delay by 11%. 
Screening angle can be criteria for route request instead of • 
broadcasting. This decreases RREQ packets and increases 
efficiency of the network. 
Screening angle can be used in large network where there • 
is high mobility of nodes and strict limitation on bandwidth 
usage.
Number of neighbors to be informed about link failure can • 
be criteria for caching. This reduces RREPs due to less stale 
routes.
Adding extra field in control packets increases routing • 
overhead. So try not to include any additional field in control 
packets.
Ant-agents control packet can be used in a high mobility and • 
a huge network, which avoids diffusion of route request.
Less consumption of RREQs and RREPs greatly reduced • 
overhead

Thus guidelines are proper transmission range, packet sending 
rate, reduction of RREQs, RREPs and RRER and packet sending 
rate, number of neighbors to be informed about link failure, ant-
agent, expected path duration, expected link residual time, link 
lifetime and timeout can be a criteria for caching to find the shortest 
path.
Other important guidelines are for improving throughput, GPS 
plays an important role for narrowing the network, information 
about link failure should be propagate to fast to recover the status 
of the network and number of collisions should be avoided. For
reducing delay timeout threshold value play important role. So 
reducing RREQ, RREP and RRER packets greatly reduce delay. 
For reducing routing overhead, do not add additional control 
packets and reduce consumption of RREQ, RREP and RERR 
packets. Also reduce expired routes in the cache.
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VI. Conclusion
The performance of the DSR protocol degrades as the packet 
sending rate drops because of drawbacks of its route caching. 
Also DSR performance degrades, as link cache organization will 
generate more number of error message packets. As there are 
surplus use of expired routes in the cache of DSR, which increases 
latency and the frequent diffusion of route request packets 
consumes bandwidth. As current cache storage does not support 
bi-directional links. Thus DSR offers optimization opportunities in 
cache maintenance. In this paper, we have presented the different 
strategies of the route cache in the DSR protocol and addressed 
the problems for updating the routes in the cache of DSR protocol. 
As MANETs routing protocols with up gradation are applicable 
to VANET network having high speed and uncertain mobility. 
Thus suitable optimization algorithm is needed for DSR protocol 
to work as VANET Routing protocol. Therefore we predict the 
tendency of the design of routing protocols for VANETs must 
be the low communication overhead, the low time cost and high 
adjustability for different mobility. In future work, first we will 
simulate DSR with ideal transmission range, different mobility 
models and traffic models and then we plan to implement above 
presented cache mechanisms for VANET for city, highway and 
rural environments.
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